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I, INTROTflJCTKM AND LITRMTfll® SHRVET 
l!he positrons or electroiuB irihich are eadtted from a radioactive 
source are defined as beta radiation* Early lnve8tigati(»is &£ beta spectra 
sho^red l^t these particles had energies varying continuously from zero up 
to sonte definite maxlimiTB energy* The naxinam enex^ of a speotruia is called 
tiie Midpoint enex^ for that r^ioactive nuclide. A nixedber of nuclides pro­
duce beta spectra that are of considerable tt%(»*etical interest as will be 
shown in TDIE following paragraji^s* Ihe emitting nuclide or parent in SOB» 
of these cases contains one more protcsi than the number of neutroas in its 
nucleus* Obe of these protons undex^oes a transition to produce a neutron, 
a neutrino, and a posita^on* 1!he final or daughter nucleus then c<mtains one 
mis>e neula^ than the mraatMr of protoos in the nucleus* The parent and 
daughter nuclei of such a reaction are knoim as ^mirror* pairs* 
It is the purpose of this thesis to describe an inqoroved scintiUaticsi 
spectrometer, aid to report the results of the a|^licati<Hi of this spec-
troraeter to Idie positron radiation firom the par«tit nuclei of »inirror* pairs* 
Bie currently accepted theory of beta decay was introduced Perai (1) 
in 19311* ISie neutrino hypo-Uiesis presented tgr Paul! in 1931 to explain the 
ccmtinuous beta spectra, occupies a central positioi in this theory* 
Another choice of the interaction between the nucleon and the two light 
particles, has led to modification of the theory hy Gamow and Teller (2)* 
the nuclei of mirror pairs derive special interest in that, accearding to 
the Wigner (3) theory, positrtai decay occurs between ttie ground state 
of the parmxt and the ground state of the daughter nucleus, the total cmez^ 
difference should be only ttiat due to the Couloi^ emrgy resulting from the 
exchanging of the extra protan for a neutivan* If this be true, the Coulanb 
energy can be caloulated the use of rather aijqple assuno^tiocis due to 
the syiBBietry between the initial and final nuclei, 
Carlson and lialiai (U) have recently presented a method of calculating 
the COUIOBAJ energy differmices between rairror pairs that only inv<dLves one 
energy paraaeter. They use the shell model of the nucleus with single 
mcleon wave functions froa the liarmonic oecillatox* aodel, including ex­
change effoote in the state of the lowest proton seniority, for the nuclei 
of a silrr<M* pair, Itxe result of such a calculation leads to a value for 
ttie Coulorib eneri^ of , ,i/. 
4,ft)= me'-(y/nr 
lAiere A,(i) is CmiltMab canergy differ«}oe and equals t^e beta endpoint 
energy plus tJhe mergy due to the neutrcne-protcwn uiaa® difference, w is 
characteristio of the harmcmic oscillator pot^tial ivell, e is tte elec­
tronic charge, A is the laass number of the nucleus, and 5(^) is a rational 
number for each A and is evaluated from the hanacmic oscillator wave func-
tioos, 
Carlson and talol list the experimental values for the endpoint 
kinetic energy of positron spectra fr<»i the parent rmcleus of mirror 
pairs, for A greater than 23» A ajare coaplete list of the endpoint kinetic 
ane«igy and the half-life of positron spectra from alrror nuclei is listed 
together ^ th their references in Tables 3-ii in the Appendix, 
Substitution of the esqjerbsental Coulonflj differences in the left side 
of this equation yields infomaticaa with uriiich a plot of the ener^ 
para^teter <rV%r)Si3 a functicm of A was cons^ucted. The resulting plot 
showed a constant value of this parameter for the siass nurtjer range between 
seven and fourteen, at which point it deczNeases in value, The experimental 
Coulcmib difference determines the spring constant of the oscillator wall, 
and therefore the single-nucleon wave functions and the shape of the 
charge distributim. In particular, liie mean square radius of ttie nu­
cleus can be obtained and defines the coistant r^ bjr the relatiwiship 
whei« Rgq is the radius of an equivalent uniform charge distributioi and 
the mean square radius of the charge distribution. The value 
of this constant is 
T/diere T (A) is a rational number for each A, Experimental data for tdie 
Coulomb energies of the mirror nuclei produce a constantly decreasing Tq 
with mass nuM>er until A of 27 is reached, where it is indicated by the 
results of this investigation will be applied to this theory in an at-
tei!5>t to determine the magnitude of this expansion. 
Beta decay theory involves a function f(Z,p), where p is the total 
raomentum of ttie emitted particle and Z is the atcwiic number of the result­
ant nucleus. f(Z,p) involves the momentum and a Coulomb correction 
factor for the effect of the nuclear attraction upon ttie emitted beta 
particle, Bie Integral of this function times (Eg - E) dp from zero to 
ttie maxLimim momentum aixi multiplied by the half-life of the activity de­
fines toe 'ft' value of the transition, where is the maxiimim enei^ 
of the particle. The Fermi theoi^ predicts iiiat this 'ft' value should 
be a coistant for all ndrror transitions. 
>^0 ' T (^V(Ai , 
data that the nucleus starts to expand at a rate greater than A^/^. The 
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Hie product of the eaperlmental values of the half-life and ttie 'f 
value (5) obtained for the given endpoint enei^, were used in pre­
paring Table 5 in the Appendix, There results a wide range in values 
for this product, especially for the nuclides having the shorter half-
lives, Many of these energy endpoint determinations resulted from 
nagnetic cloud chamber or fron absorptiai techniques, The scattering 
of the positrons by iAie gas of the cloud chamber, or by toe absorbing 
material in the absorption metdiod, can cause errors in both of these 
iMthods, A large number of jAiotographs is required hy the cloud chanfljer 
method to reduce the statistical error in the nunftier of events for a 
given energy interval, Ihe raeasureraent of beta-ray spectra by the mag­
netic spectrometer method results in very accurate spectra for toe 
long-lived nuclides. These spectrometers record only a small fracticm 
of the emitted beta particles, due to toeir small geometrical solid 
ar^le and to their detection in only a small momentum interval} it is 
toerefore necessary to eii5)loy ma^y sati?>les of a short-lived nuclide and 
to nortnalize the data obtained from successive spectrometer runs, 
Ihe beta-r^ scintillation spectroHieter used in this research was 
devised in an attei^t to overcane these difficulties, Ihe loira State 
College 67 Mev synchrotron was used to create the parent mirror nuclide, 
A rapid shuttle system moved the target to the scintillatiwi spectrome­
ter where it remained for a period of three half-lives and was then re­
turned to the bombardment position for furtoer activation. The spec­
trometer afforded nearly a corsplete UTT solid angle for acceptance of 
toe positrcais. Positron spectra were recorded by photographing an 
oscilloscope screen. IJie data appeared in the form of dots liiat lie 
above a baseline, on a length of film. The film was later ana­
lyzed to obtain the nuiaber of positrons that lie in successive incre­
mental widths of the filia. Hiese increnjents of film were then cm-
verted into energy incremraats to produce the positron spectmia. 
"Hie advantages of this spectrraneter ares 
a« Slight probability for scattering before the positron enters 
the spectroraeter. 
b. Large solid angle of acceptance for positrons entering too 
spectroraeter, 
c. Positrons frcwa -Uie entire spectrum are recorded at once# 
d« 15ie spectra from Many short-lived activaticais of the san^jle 
c^ be siutsned, 
e« All of tiie original data are preserved for analysis at a 
later time. 
Ihe beta-ray scintillation spectr<»aeter appears to be useful for ac 
curate i^sureraents of tlie beta-ray endpoint ener^ from short-lived 
nuclei. Ilie results of this research wiH be coijqoared to the experi-
laental results obtained by other methods. Application of liiese results 
to theoretical treatments will be made to ascertain tiie regicms of 
validity of the theories. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL EOJIPMENT 
Description of Equipment 
Ihe equipaent used in this study of short-lived beta spectra from 
mirror nuclides nas essentially that reported in ISG-359 (6) and subse­
quently in a report by Runt (?)• A number of cotaponents have been re­
designed and will be discussed as they are approached in this report. The 
list will include the scintillaticm spectrometer, the targets, toe target 
transport system, the transport cycle ctMitrol circuit, and the pilse 
g^ierator and step attenuator circuit. A photograj^ of the electronic cir­
cuits and recording oscilloscope and camera is shown In Figure 1. 
A beta source placed between two crystals mounted an a single photo-
multiplier tube produces a less distorted beta spectrum t^ian a source 
placed over a single crystal, A scintillation spectrojo^ter was devised 
utilizing this 'split crystal' technique first used by P. R. BeU et al. (8). 
Ihe device actually c(mstructed here consisted of two separate photo-
isjltiplier tubes with m anthracene crystal mounted on each tube as 
sketched in Figvire 2. The photomultiplier tubes chosen for this purpose 
were selected from a large nuaber, in order that the araplificatioQ factor 
of the tm> would be as nearly identical as was possible. A ss@ll brass 
ring was attached to the face of each tube with Araldite type 101 
(Clba Co., N.Y.C.)» Four piano wires were mounted equidistantly around 
the circumference of each ring. Two of these wires extend over tdie t<^ 
of the crystal and were forraed in such a manner as to apply pressure cai 
the crystal to keep it securely attached to the photomiltiplier tube. 
The other two wires were shaped to keep the crystal centered on the face 
of the tube. 
Figure 1. Experinwntal eqatpment for studying 
ahort-lived activities 
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Figure 2. Drawing of sointillaticm spectrometer and schematic 
of the photomultiplier circuit 
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The crystal was plaead inside of the brass ring and optically 
fastened to the face of the photoiaaltiplier tube with Siliccme fluid. A 
thin alufflinum foil was wrapped around the outside of Uie brass ring to re­
flect sosBte of the light that escapes from the crystal back to the |dioto-
imltiplier cathode, 
A li^t tight holder was constructed to position tdie two lAotoraolti-
pliera with the plane surfaces of toeir crystals at a distance of 70 mils 
apart. The conventional photomaltiplier electrical circuits to the photo-
nultipliers were modified \sy placing variable potentiometers in the nega­
tive highi voltage side of the circuits. This made it possible to vary the 
gain of the tubes and to have them produce identical output voltage pulses 
for particles that produce identical energy losses in each crystal. Bie 
anodes of two tubes were connected together and the output signal was 
produced across a cormaon load resistor. This jnethod permitted Uie addition 
of the voltage pulses produced in each tube and thus effectively integrated 
the light produced by a particle entering either or both crystals. The 
suramed voltage pulse was applied to •Uie grid of a 'White' follower (9) 
nAiioh delivered it to the recording equipment. 
A guide was attached to the holder, as shown in figure 2, that accu­
rately positioned a thin target between the crystal faces i^en the target 
was inserted into thb guide. 
A target holder, shovm in Figure 3a, was devised to prevent or mini-
ndze target breakages. A uniform flexible wire, held at both ends, assumes 
the shape of a catenary whcm acted upon by a uniform force perpendicular to 
a line through toe supports. Two nickel wires were shaped in the fonn of 
catenaries and were inseirted, in the same plane, into a balsa block (c) and 
12 -
fastened together cai the side of the block, Otoe loop of wire (a) extended 
farther oat of the block than the other (b)» Hie two wires were then 
rolled until ttiey had a thickness of kO mils* A (aie-foiirth rail •Iftrlar* 
filn was cemented to one side of tiiese loops with diluted Pliobond adhe­
sive. the (me c^timeter square sanqple was cemented to the film in the 
space between these two loofot^ Another film was then cemented to the ot^er 
side of this arrangement* The mass of the wires was greater than the com^ 
bined mass of the saaiple^ film, and adhesive} thus, ^ e sudden stop of the 
holder did not change the shape of the wires, and stress forces on the thin 
films and target did not arise from deformation of ttie support* 
The saniples were all less than UO mg/cm in thickness* this thickness 
corresponds to an ener®r loss of about 80 l»v for electrais with energies 
of about five Msv* The calcium sanqple was of pure calcium !!»tal rolled to 
the proper thickness* The sanples of sulfur, chlorine, and phosphorus 
were pressed into wafers with a hydraulic press at a pressure of 
$000 Ibs./in^* The sample of silicon was prepared by depositing a measured 
amount of silicon onto a film of *l(srlar* that was coated with a thin film 
of diluted Pliobcaid adhesive. All of the sanples were cut to t^e diawnsions 
of me centimeter square and were attached to the holder in the manner men­
tioned. 
The electroaic equipanent was calibrated for each run by using a pulse 
generator and a ten step attenuator* The pulses from the pulse generator 
were shaped to simulate, as nearly as possible, i^e pulses produced in t^e 
photfflisiltiplier. These have a rise tiiM of about two-tenths of a micro­
second and a duration of two microseconds. The pulses from the pulse gen­
erator were fed into a step attenuator* The components of the attenuator 
Figure 3a. Drawing of san^ile holder 
Figure 3b. Sanple of the data <m film 
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were selected to diminish the pulse in ten equal steps that could be 
selected by a ten position svritch. The ten steps were measured for ac­
curacy t(y con?3aring them, on an oscilloscope, to a D,C, voltage level 
measured Ijy a potentiometer (10). A particle entering the crystal, wildi 
a certain energy, will produce an amount of light in the crystal that is 
proportional to the energy of the particle \mless it is scattered out of 
the crystal or penetrates only a part of the crystal* The photoraultiplier 
converts this li^t energy into electrical energy by the photoelectric 
effect and by secondary emission into a pulse that can be utilized by 
electronic circuits. Thus the pulse out of the photomultiplier is propor­
tional to the energy of the particle that enters the crystal. The elec­
tronic aii5)lifier used may not be linear in aii?)lification, but by using a 
step attenuator the recoi^led pulse height will be a function of the step 
attenuator level. The energy of the particle will be a linear function of 
the step attenuator level if the photomultiplier tube and the crystal are 
linear. IJie photomultiplier tubes were checked for linearity of output 
pulse with the intensity of light that was collected at the surface. This 
was accon5)lished by using a pulsed light source of constant intensity being 
collected by the photomultiplier. An optical filter of known density was 
then inserted between the light source and the photoimiltiplier tube. Ten 
filters, having known densities such that the light transmitted will have a 
variation of between one and ten, were used in the test. The output pulse 
heights for these ten filters were measured and found to be of the relative 
heights expected if the photonultiplier tubes were linear. The procedure 
was repeated for four negative high voltage settings, between 67O and 1130 
volts, on the photomultiplier tube. In all cases, the photomultiplier 
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palsas were prqportional to -tiie light intensity transmitted through the 
filter. It was very noticeable that different {Aiotoimiltlplier tubes have 
different characteristics. The Du ]|<mt 6292 type tubes have a lower gain 
for a fixed hi^ voltage applied to them than the R.C.A. $B19 type tube. 
The Da Mcmt 6292 tube has a lower variation of pulse height for a constant 
intensity li^t pulse than the R.C«A. 5819 tube. The Du Mont 6292 tubes 
were used in this instruiaentati<m because l^e unifcnaity of pulse height, 
for a c<mstant intensity light pulse incident on the tube, will laean better 
resolution of the equipment and the loss in amplification can be offset 
ty using higher gain araplifiers in the electrcmic circuitry. An aaplifier 
was constructed ¥, A, Rhinehart that set the specifications necessary 
for this conditim. 
The alternating magnetic field of the synchrotrai affected the motion 
of the electrons in the photoiailtiplier tubes. To ndnimize this effect, 
the scintillation spectrometer was placed at a distance of eight feet from 
the X-ray beam of the synchrotron and the tubes were surrounded by a laag-
netic shield. The targets were less than UO mg/cm^ in thickness and did 
not yield a large nuntoer of radioactive events when bombarded for a time 
equal to two or ttiree half-lives of the isotope. "Hie half-lives of the 
nuclei investigated were from one to five seconds. It was necessary to 
move the target from the positim at which it undergoes b<^ardment to the 
scintHlaticm spectrcwneter in a time that was small cosfjared to the half-
life of the nucleus being studied, A rectangular aluminum tube, about 
eight feet in length, was placed with a closed end in idie X-rasf beam and 
transverse to the direction of the beam. The open end of the tube was 
inserted into a slot in the scintillatiwi spectrometer, "Bie balsa holder 
for the saaple was machined tmtil it would slide freely inside the 
aliuoinum tube. "Ihe closed end of the tube had two hoses attached to it. 
Air pressure was available to me of these hoses "ttirough a solenoid valve 
and a vacuum pump was connected to the other hose throu^ another solenoid 
valve. The cycle prograraning circuit was designed to control the valves, 
^d t^e tiBie duration of each operation. The air pressure was adjusted to 
ffiove the target holder from the bombarding position to the spectr<»ieter 
position in about three-tenths of a second. The vacuum would relaim the 
holder to ^ e bombarding position in approximately two seconds. 
The cycle progranming circuit, sh<nm in schematic form in Figure it, 
consisted of 'Utiree adjustable electric timers. The first timer controlled 
the b(»ibardment duration of the sai^ple. The sait^le holder was held in the 
bonijarding positiari by the vacuum before this ccmtrol started tindng the 
duraticoi of ttie bonfcardment. Bie output of the scintillatica spectrometer 
was shunted out, so that the large number of events due to the X^ragr beam 
burst would not change the voltage level of the input capacitor of ttie 
amplifier and thus the change of its gain characteristics. The vacuum was 
released from the san^jle holder and the air pressure allowed the holder to 
move to ^e scintillation spectrometer at the end of this time. l%e second 
timer could be varied to prevent pulses from leaving the spectrometer tmtil 
a half-life shorter than the one under study could dec^ out. The scintil­
lation 8peotr(»neter was then allowed to feed pulses to the amplifier, and 
the shutter of Idie recording camera and the clutch for the film drive were 
actuated at the end of this time. The third timer determined the dxiration 
of the recording cycle. At the end of this time the camera drive clutch 
*ras released, the shutter closed, and the saaple holder returned to the 
Figure ii» ScheB«tic diagram of cycle progranrndng circuit 
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b(ffii)ardlng position. The usual duration of the first and third tiaiers 
was about three halfolives for the nuclide being studied* The duraticm of 
the second tinier was normally set at about eight-tenths of a second. There 
was a delay of about three half-lives between the end of the recording 
period and the beginning of the next cycle, although ^is time was not 
adjustable. This cycling was repeated automatically until a sufficient 
awmnt of data were recorded by the caiaera for the desired statistical ao-
c\iracy. 
Die caaera was a Du Mont 321 with a Leitz Soionicran f/2 lens. This 
had a magnification of two-thirds, and produced circular dots of about 
eight mils diameter on the film. The film used was unperforated Eastman 
Kodak Linagrafdx Pan (LP-Ulii). A saiqple of the recorded data is pictured in 
Figure 3b. 
The film speed required to record a given number of events on a lengtti 
of film was determined by the use of a discriminator amd scaler. The 
output pulses from "Uie araplifier were fed into a discriminator n^ose level 
could be adjusted. The level of the discriminator was determined for the 
unknown saiiiples by requiring that a pulse, relating to a particle having a 
minimum of about two and one-half Uev of energy, be counted by the scaler. 
In Idiis manner, a known density of events could be recorded for the upper 
end of the beta spectmm. 
Equipment Tests and Calibration 
The use of two photraaBiltiplier tubes to measure energies accurately 
required that both tubes have the same amplification and produce identical 
output pulses for equal energy losses in the crystals. The gains of all of 
the available tubes at the S|ynchrotron laboratory were measured, relative 
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to one another, by placing a sodium iodide crystal on each tube and 
measuring the position of the Cs^"^ 0,66 Mev gamraa-ray peak with a dif­
ferential analyzer. Two tubes, with very nearly the saiae gain, were chosen 
in this manner. They were mounted in the fashic«i described, and the voltage 
on one was adjusted xmtil the internal conversion beta-riy peak coin­
cided with the peak of the other. Uiese measurements were taken with 
three-njuarter inch anthracene crystals mounted on the tubes, and the data 
were recorded m film in the sasB fashion as for the unknown samples. The 
137 
resulting spectrum is shown in Figure $, The resolution of the Cs peak 
was defined as •Uie width of the peak at half maxinaim divided by the height 
of the peak frcsn the baseline, llie resolution was 15.95^ and the ratio of 
the valley of the spectrum to the peak was 0.29. Biis coB^jares very 
favorably with idie corresponding ratios for thick crystals as reported by 
Hunt (7). 
Bie film was developed and analyzed with the multichannel pulse height 
film analyzer (6), Kie data obtained from the film analyzer were in the 
fona of number of events versus the analyzer channel number. The step at­
tenuator values were obtained as a function of channel number. The ana­
lyzer partitions the film into two hundred discrete channels which were 
later converted into equivalent step attenuator values. This produced the 
nuaber of events as a function of a quantity that is proportional to energy. 
The fact that there were caily a few events per unit laigth of film was over­
come c<Mibining the total events from two channels. Thus the points 
shown in each of the spectrum are the sums of two channels. This procedure 
decreased the nunfljer of evmts -ttiat were required in each chanml to achieve 
a low statistical error. "Hie lower nuntoer of events in each channel 
Figure 5. Beta-rny spectrum of 
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increased the accuracy of event counting, as is discussed in the section 
on errors. 
A plot of energy versus the square root of the nunber of events per 
unit energy interval times/S divided by the function f(Z,p) is a linear 
function of the energy for an alloired transition and is defined as a Kurie 
plot. The qpiantity/9 is Idie ratio of the velocity of the particle divided 
by the velocity of light, f(Z,p) is the modified Fermi Function as given 
in the National Bureau of Standards Table of Fermi Functiais, 
The scintillation spectrometer had a finite energy resolution. End 
corrections were applied to tdie high energy end of the spectrum to con^jen-
sate for the effect of recording more counts at or near the apparent aid-
point than «^t in the true spectrum. Laslett and Paln^r (11) have made 
calculations for this type of correctiooi. The corrected points are shown 
as squares on the Kurie plotsj however, idiese points were not used in the 
least squares analysis. 
A long lived (lii day) source of was mounted on a holder and the 
spectrum was measured, llie beta endpoint of this sasple had been measured 
vezy accurately with magnetic spectrometers (12,13) and produced a Kurie plot 
that was linear to 260 loev. The resulting Kurie plot that was obtained from 
the author*s scintillation spectrometer was found to be linear to about 6^0 
kev. This lower lindt was not due to nonlinearity of the plot, but was the 
minimuiii oiergy that was recorded by the equipment. This lower limit is to 
be compared to the value of 10^0 kev where the Kurie plots of Hunt (7) and 
Boley and Zaffarano (lli) leave a straight line and bend upward. The reason 
for the bending is that electrons scatter cut of the crystal before losing all 
of their energy. This results in an overabundance of low energy particles 
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nhich will turn the Kurie plot upwards. Bie equipment used was devised 
to overccmte this difficulty by having another crystal in the path of the 
scattered electrcai. Ihe cmly energy lost in such a process is due to the 
thickness of the target sample tiiat the electrcm has to pass through. T!he 
targets used were less than liO ng/cia^  in thickness and would only attenuate 
the electron energir by about 80 kev per toaversal. 
Bie endpoint of 01^^ has been reported as ii«ii7jto»02 Mev (15), 
lt«50j[p.03 Mev (16), and Mev (7). Bie endpoint energy of has 
been reported as 2,2k Mev (17), and 2,2$ Mev (18). 
The accuracy of the equipment was investigated by recording the spec­
tra of p32, ajjjj Cl^. "Hie filsj was analyzed in each case as described 
previously, and ttie channel nuiriber coordinate was converted into an equiva­
lent step attraiuator scale. A Kurie plot of was made assuming a given 
step atfcKiuator value for the endpoint energy. "Qie endpoint for this as-
suaptiow was detejwined by a least squares calculaticai from the points that 
lie on a staraight line. The calibraticai was then adjusted frOTi this end-
point in order to have the p32 endpoint at l.TOU Mev. Using liiis calibra­
ticai of energy versus step attenuator value, Kurie plots fca* the and 
Cl^ were obtained. Hie endpoint energy for Y^O was 2,2h Mev and the end-
point for Cl^ was li.lUt Mev. The beta spectra and their respective Kurie 
plots are shcjwn in Figures 6 and 7« the agreement of the Cl^i* positron 
spectrum endpoint with other reported results after calibration of the 
equipment with the negatron spectrum endpoint, indicated that ttie 
anttiracene crystal produced an equal amount of light for an equal energy 
loss from either type of particle. 
Wie pa*ocedure engjloyed in a run of an unknown beta spectrum was first 
Figure 6, Beta-ray spectra of and 
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to tise two feet of film to record the electronically generated piilse heists 
lArough tdie ten positions of the step attenuator. Twenty feet of film were 
useai to record the beta spectra. The synchrotron laras continuously oper­
ated for a period of h$ minutes to activate the Cl3U sample to produce the 
k«k7 Mev endpoint energy positron activity. Hiis sample was iosejrted into 
the scintillation spectrometer, and data were recorded after a three minute 
delay to instire that the short-lived (23 seconds) Na21 beta spectrum had 
disappeared. The recording of this spectrum took about 30 minutes to pro­
duce a sufficient number of recorded events because of the low yield fr<»B 
the thin Cl^^ target. Twenty-five feet of film ir/ere utilized to record this 
spectoim. The remainder of the 100 feet of film was used for the vuiknown 
spectrum, Hie film speed was adjusted to yield a high density of events on 
the film, a discriminator and a scaler that registers events per unit 
time. In soma cases, two unknovm sanples were recorded on the renainder of 
the 100 feet of film to correlate their two energies as well as the known 
beta spectra, 
Bie background eneri^y spectrum, due to the compcaients of the sample 
holder and the short-lived general radioactivity in the accelerator room, 
was measured by having a sainple holder with a large ainount of Pliobood ad­
hesive replacing tl-ie source, Hiis target was cycled, using tiie same time 
intervals and the same number of cycles as shen the unknovm saugjle was in 
the holder. This proceaure of background laeasureraeat was repeated with the 
timing cycle used for each sample. Analysis of the background spectra 
showed that the background was constant for the highest two Mev energy in­
terval used for each sample. jF'igure 8 indicates the results obtained for 
one of these runs, and shows clearly that tlie background spectrum is 
Figure 8. Spectrum due to sa^le holder and room l^ckgrouad 
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e8S0ntiall;jr flat over the portion of "tthe tinknoum spectnua that Is uti* 
llsed for the Korle plot* 
Errors 
Uie qaantltgr^i^j^ plotted in quadrature with the energy- corresponding 
to that quantity Is defined as the Ktirle plot* the errors lOiat are in­
volved In this plot are} energy error of each point due to uncertainty in 
the calibratiem ourtre of step attenuator value against channel nuinber, 
eiror in tlw value of the Fermi function for each energyf error due to the 
energy interval not bein^ a cmstant for each point, the error due to reso« 
lution of tilie recorded events on the film, arui ^e statistical error in the 
nuiaber of z«co(rded events for each energy interval* 
Die energy error of each point tias due to the uncertainty of the 
channel non^er that ccarrespoids to a given step attenuator value* An 
estiioate of l^iis error was made Iqt assuming a straight line to fit Idie 
upper half of the calibration curve and using a least squares analysis to 
determine the c<ai8tant8 equation* !rhe proibible error in the step 
attenuator value was calculated aiid the xmcertaint^ of each value corres* 
ponded to an energy error of less than four ker* Ihis value was greater 
than the actual error because of the assufl^ti<»i of a stral^t line to fit 
the cunre* !I!he magnitude of this error justifies the cmclujsim that it 
need not be considered. 
The Fersni function has been tabulated vLih an accuracy of at least 
five decimal places and an error in the value would therefore be negligible 
coapared to the statistical bttct in the nuidber of evonts at each point* 
The calibraticm curve of step attenuator value versus channel miaber 
produced the result that the nundber of events that were recorded in a unit 
interral of film did not coanraapond to 'Uie number of events that lie in a 
unit interval of amrgy, She energy interval decreases wil^ an increase 
of easegy. Hie energy interval at the endpoint of t^e spectrua was talwn 
as a unit interval and the muaiber of events in ^e o^er intervals were 
reduced the ratio of the width of the endpoint interval to tiie width of 
Interval corresponding to the recorded ntualMr of events* A new Kurie plot 
was then plotted with these corrected nunljer of events in each interval 
and the endpoint was determined fary a least squares analysis. I^e endpoint 
of this plot agreed wi^ the endpoint of the uncorrected plot to wi^in 
six kev irtiich WM small o<ffii|>ared to the pr<rt>able energy- error of the plot* 
'Qierefwe, this correcticm was considered to be negligible* 
The random fluctuation in the nui^r of events ^at appear in a given 
channel on a unit length of filra required that a calibration be imde for 
the pr<^bility that two events will lie within <»ie dot diameter of each 
o^er* An exai^le of the imignitude of this effect is tdiat if a Poiss<m 
distributitm is assujaed Sor the raxidom order of the events in a given 
chaimel of the film, and if ti:iex*e are two events to an inch of the film in 
a chttmeli and if the dot diaiaster is ten mils, there will be a two per 
cent reduction in ^e nundser of evmts that is recorded* ^e speed of the 
film in the camera was regulated to a value such that this pile««ip of re-
coirded events would be negligible in the calculated Kurie plot* ^ the run 
that had the hi^st number of events on a unit l^gth film, t^ Kurie 
plot obtained front these data deviated from the Kurie plot (A)tained from 
the corrected data bgr wily two per cent at ttie highest zauaber of eveaats per 
channel* A least squares calculation was made for each of these sets of 
data and the coidpoints were determine* The statistical nature of the 
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events was such to obscure axjy^ change in the shape of either straight line 
and 'yie endpoint was decreased by only ei^t kev after the correction was 
applied to the data. 
The short half-lives and the low activity of -ttie sangjles investigated 
required tiiat only a short length of film be used for each cycle, The 
number of events on l^is section of filn decreased exponentially due to 
the half•life, and the evmits in a given channel will have this cyclic 
exponential dec£Qr* In calculating the effect of the film resolution, the 
average number of events was used in "Uie correction tera. To deterntine 
the correction due to an wqoonential decay, a three half-life expwiential 
dec^ was divided into twelve sections and the nui^r of events in a 
channel In each of these sections was corrected to find the total niuriser 
that occurred in each of these sections. These corrected numbers for each 
secti<m were then added together to find the total number that occurred in 
(sie channel for this three half-life section of film. The percentage 
change in the nuinber of events before and after this correction, was com­
part to the percentage achieve i^en a unifomt nuniber of events were as* 
sumed on the film. The error was changed only Qne-<half per cent in 
the case of the highest daisity of dots wi a unit lengtai of film. 
The oily appreciable error in "toe Kurie plot is 'tiiat due to the sta­
tistical fluctuation in the number of recorded events for each point. 
This produces an error in the ordinate of HiT , iriiiich is nearly a 
constant for each plot. Thus, each point of Uie plot will have an equal 
weight in a least squares analysis of the plot. The coistruction of each 
Kurie j^Lot was made with dots that had a diameter of . 
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IQie det«t»dnatlQn of that sectlcai of -^le Kurle plot t^at can be uti­
lized to detensine accurately the ei^point of the beta spectrum iras done 
hy placing a straight edge on the Kurle plot and cooneoting Idie points 
that lie within the iridth of one dot from t^e line* Die points in the 
energy interval that iras selected the straight edge wre then used in 
a least squares detemLnation to find the best strai^t line throu^ these 
points. The callbratiwi spectra of and Cl^^ wwre first fit, in this 
oGomer, until -Uie endpoints l^at irere detersdned by the least squares 
detez<minati(m agreed with the values of ITOU key and U.ii7 Mev respectively. 
This nas aoc<^llshed by first trying a ratio of to step attenuator 
value and finding the endpoint value that resulted after using a least 
scjpares determination. The step attenuator value correaponding to this 
enet^ vas tiien used for the oidpoint energy for the nmct attend at call* 
bration of the equipraent, Hiis procedure was found to be very accurate, 
since a change in ^e ratio of mez^ to step attenuator value six per 
cent produced a change in the value of i^e step attenuator at the end-
point energy of less than c»ie«half per cent. A determinatitm of l^e 
prctoably energy error of the endpoint energy was calculated following the 
procedtire outlined in Worttiing and Geffner (19) and was used for the 
imergy error in the calibration points. This value was alwi^rs less toaoa 
ten kev. 
The c(»Tect caliln^aticaii ratio as detersined above was then used to 
calculate 'Uie Kurle plot for the unknown spectruiB. tbe endpoint for the 
spectrua ims then determined by using a least scpares calculation for the 
data points at the upper end of the spectrum. The probable energy error 
of the endpoint energy was deteriRined. 
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A nxBBber of rvms were made for eaoh of ihe eaii^les. The endpoijits 
irere averaged t<^titer to find their arithmetic aeanf . Let tiie end-
point energies of the n unknown spectra be 
^ fx), 
iiifaere a^^ are the prolMble errors due to the statistics of the Kurie plot^ 
and Gj^ are Idie probable errors due to l^e quoted error jn tihe calibration 
eadpoint mmrgy* Ihe probable ezror in tiie aritiimtic mean due to sta­
tistics will be the larger of 
h ( C - E , f  or-
y^(y^~0 / \ ^'^ / V 
iihez>e the first term is usualljr described as the 'external* error, and the 
second tern is called the 'internal' error of the points. Let the eaA-
poiat Mier^ value of the calitsratioi spectrum be 
The total error in the endpoint energy will Idien be 
n \ -\y^ 
EfE-E/„ E« 
X-I JL • /  
n(n' / )  
.27 The results fr«a the Si runs, listed jUi column two in Table 1, 
will be used as an exan^le of the calculation of errora. Ihe results from 
toe three runs were 3»^5P»02, 3*82jp«01y and 3*79!lP*03 Ifev. The arith-
wetic avez^ge will be 3«82 Mev. The probable error in this enei^ determi­
nation will be ttie larger of 
(3.8a -3.85/-» 
3*5^ 
01- (o.o/j t (oo3)  ^^(o.oa) 
3-3 
This is the value quoted In column three of Table 1. 
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The quoted experiaental value for tdie calibration aaergy endpoint 
of Gl^ is li»ii7iP«02 Mev. The total error in the experiraental value for 
Si27 will be 
.  ooo  3  + /3.8A > .o^\* 
\  *V7 j  =• 0 03 Mev 
IMs valjie is quoted in coluim four of Table 1* 
Therefore, the endpoint energy for the beta speotnuB from silicon 
is 3»82^0.03 llev. 
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III. APPLICATIONS TO SO?®; IflEROR NUCLIDES 
SiMcai 27 
Silictai 27 was formed hy the (7,n) reactiwi on the stable silicon 
28 isotope* Ihe target was of pure silicon powder. The manufacturer 
assigrs its pnrity to be 97 per cent silicon, with iron as its largest 
contaminant. Hiree runs were made with this target. Since the half-life 
of silicon 27 is given Hunt (7) as seconds, the branbardaent and 
record tiraes were adjusted to thirteen seconds and about 80 cycles were 
required to complete a run. The iresults of these runs are given in 
Table I. Figure 9 shonrs the spectra obtained from the rrailtichannel film 
analyzer for the siliccai and the calibraticai elements of and 01^, 
as well as linearity plot of channel nu!ii)er versus the step attenuator 
setting. Figure 10 shows the Kurie plots for the silicOT and calibration 
sas^les. 
The average maxiiauin endpoint energy for the silicon target was 
3.82 Mev with a total error of O.OU Ifev. Hiis endpoint was assigned to 
27 the mirror parent nucleus of Si '. Wiis is in good agreen^t with the value 
reported by Hunt (7) of 3.76 Mev and the 3.80$ Mev reported Kington et al. 
(20) using the -Qpn method. 
A secraid beta group was noticed in each of the runs. A subtraction 
process was carried out to determine the erwipoint eneargy of ttiis group and 
an average eiKipolnt value of 3.17iP*OU Mev was obtained. The 3»17 MBT 
value ftar this lower energy group conpares very favorably with the 3.15 Mev 
value reported by Hunt and was assigned to the (y,np) and/or (y,d) reaction 
^Mch produces the Al^^ isotope. Recent enei^ endpoint values for Al^^ 
39 -
Table 1. Resrilts frtMo the present investigaticai 
Nuclei 
Endpoint 
(MBV) 
Average 
(MBV) 
Corrected Error* 
(Mev) 
Si27 
Si27 
Si27 
3.8^+0.02 
3.82+0.01 
3.75^.03 
3.82^0.02 +0.03 
AI26 
AI26 
H26 
AI26 
3.22f0.01 
3.17E).01 
3.16+0.02 
3.13f3.01 
3.1750.03 tp.olt 
p29 
p29 
p29 
p29 
3.774p.02 
3.8ii40.01 
3.82+0.03 
3.8$B>.01 
3.82+0.03 ip.oU 
p30 
p30 
F30 
530 
3.29+0.01 
3.26?b.oi 
3.28lb.01 
3.30g),01 
3.29ip.02 lp.03 
s3l 
S31 
s3i 
s3l 
U.39iP.02 
l4.U3l).02 
U.I4J4+P.OI 
li.U3B).oi 
U.Uo+b.oi 
it.UiB).oi 
it.i»2ip.02 fD.03 
Ca39 
Ca^^ 
Ca39 
Ca39 
5.5640.01 
5.5553.01 
5.5913.02 
5.63^.01 
5.5^.01 
5.58f0.03 •p.oU 
^Errors quoted arise £r<m statistical fluctuations in data (probable 
errors), uncertainty in calibraticm endpoints, and i^steinatic error 
in tee multichannel pulse height analyzer* 
Fi&xe 9* Beta-raj." spectra of and Gl^ 
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are reported lisr Haslaa ^  al. (21) as 3»20i3D.10 Bfev using absorption tech-
ni<3pie8, arKi by Kavanaugh et al, (22) as 3»2040.05 Mev using a magnetic spec-
tr<»iieter. 
Phosphorus 29 and 30 
Ph08ph<Mnis Z9 was formed by the (7,2n) reactioi on the stable 
phosphcmis 31 Isotope. The (y,n) reactiai <*i has a veiy high yield 
with a positron apectrura of endpoint value slightly below ttie endpoint. 
The half-life of is about 2»6 minutes (23) as coRfjared to the 
second (2U) half-life of P^^, Hie P^ activity builds up to an extent as 
to ovearshadow the P^^ spectmim, making it impossible with this equipnent to 
separate the two and retain only the P^^ spectrum. Four runs were made 
with this sample using a 1? second bombardment and record time. The results 
of these four runs are tabulated in Table 1, Figure 11 shovrs ttie spectra 
obtained from the multichannel pulse height film analyzer for the phosphorus 
and the calibraticm isotopes of and Cl^, as well as the step attenuator 
readings necessary to determine the energy calila*ation» Figure 12 shows 
the Kurie plots obtained frcan these spectra* 
the high enei^ positron spectrum has an average energy value of 
29 3.82fp.Oit Mev. ISiis energy value was assigned to the mirror nucleus P and 
is in fair agreement with the %'alue reported by Roderick et al. (25) of 
3»9it51p.005 Hev using a magnetic spectroiaeter^ and the value of 3.^.2 Jfev 
reported by Nahmias aawi Yuasa (26) using a scintillation spectroraeter. 
Hie P^® endpoint enei^ was deteiTdned after a subtractiOTt of the 
linear peart ion of the P^^ Kurie plot from the composite plot. The average 
endpoint energy of P^ is 3«29ip.03 Mev and agrees very favorably with the 
3.31 MBV reported by Hunt. Ihe recent energy endpoints reported for P^® 
Figure 11. Beta-ray spectra of and Gl^ 
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are 3«23iP.07 Mev by Koester (23) using absorption techniques, and 
3.2Uip.06 Ifev ty Green and Richardson (16) using a nagnetic spectronreter. 
The good agreeinent of this value, after a subtraction of serves as a 
means of internal check of tdie equipnient and indicates that the portion of 
the Kurie plot that was ascribed to is weH defined. 
Sulfur 31 
The sulfur 31 isotope was formed by the (y,n) reaction on the stable 
sulfur 32 isotope. Itie target was made of pure sulfur, pressed into a thin 
wafer ivith a hydraulic press at 500C lbs/in^. The half-life of has 
been 5!®asured to be 2,iiO seconds by Runtj therefore, the bOTibarding and 
recording tiines for this saitqjle were set at eight seconds* "Hie number of 
cycles, required for a complete run on this satiple, was about 200. Six 
runs were made with this sample and the results of all six are listed in 
Table I» Figure 13 sha.ra the spectra obtained for one of tliese runs. 
Figure lU sho^ the Kurie plots obtained from these spectra after the step 
attenuator readings ^ere applied to the energy calibration. Ihe endpoint 
energy obtaixied for these rxins has an average value of it.142^0.03 
l^is value was below the calibration erxipoint energy of h»k7 Mev that was 
ascribed to Cl^» Tlie endpoint energy was not used in obtaining the 
sulfur value because of tiie small difference in energir befaTOen tlie chlorine 
and sulfur values. The value for sulfur is in good agreernent with that re­
ported by Hunt of ii.^Oip.l Ifev. Ihe fact that Himt's value is above the 
chlorine calibration energy, and this value is belowr the chlorine value, 
cwild be due to a slightly greater amount of background than was accounted 
for by Hunt. "Qie present equipment has double the solid angle available 
for the particles, ;?hen compared to Hunt's spectrometer, and a higher beam 
Figure 13. Beta-ray sjpectra of and Cl^ 
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intensity was available fran the synchrotron. This made possible a 
shorter total recording tiae and Idius less background. A recent value 
for was reported by Hsibin efc (27), using -Q^ techniques, of 
h»23ip*2 Mev. A private comiminication to Dr. B. C, Carlsai of this staff, 
by Bichsel (28) using a magnetic spectroaieter, indicates a preliaiinary re­
sult of li.3pip.l Mev for this endpoint. 
Calcium 39 
The calcium sample was prepared from a small piece of pure calciiia 
metal that was slowly rolled, in a rolling machine, until it reached the 
proper thickness equivalent to 37 ing/cM2, Calcixim 39 was formed by the 
(7,n) reaction ow Calcium liO. The half-life of Ca'^^ was reported by Kline 
said Zaffarano (29) to be 0.9C^«01 seconds. The boiai>ardn©nt and record 
times of the e^ipment were adjusted to ttiree seconds with a delay between 
t^m adjusted to six-tenths of a second. The tmsiber cf cycles, requir«l to 
c(»i$>lete a run, varied between three and four hundred j depending on the in­
tensity of the synchrotron X-ray beam at the time of the run. 
There were five znms laade on this sair^le, and the results of tiiese 
runs are listed in Table 1. A saiiiple of "^e beta spectra i>esulting from 
<me of these runs is j^otted in Figure 15. Figure 16 shows the resulting 
Kurie plots obtained from these spectra after applying the calibration 
curve produced by the step attenuator. The average of these endpoint 
mergy values far Ga^^ is Mev. 
There is a wide range in values for the reported endpoint energy of this 
isotc^. A 6.7 Mev endpoint was reported by Braaras and &aith (30) using ab­
sorption techniques, "nie values reported by Bolegr and Zaffarano (lU) and by 
Hunt are 5*13 and 6.10 Bfev respectively. These latter values were obtained 
Figure 15. Beta-ray spectra of Ca^^, and Cl"^ 
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using scintillation equipinent similar to that used in the present experi-
taent. 
Ihe present equipment affOTds double that solid angle available for 
the particles to ^ ter the crystal as compared to the arrangeraent of Himt. 
The higher beam Intensity available for the present equipnent, coupled with 
this increase in counting efficiaicy, required less total recording time 
and less background would be accujailated, fhe great nun&er of cycles tiiat 
are necessary for the calcium run, compared to the other runs, decreased 
Idle ratio of counts frcsn the sample to the counts due to the background, 
!niis would serve to increase the apparent endpoint of the sample and there­
fore increase Idle energy endpoint if the larger number of background events 
were not subtracted. "Hie areport of Hunt did not lufflition that any back-
gz*ound spectra had been recorded. 
I^ie calcium sanf)le was run five times with a maximuB difference in 
endpoint aaergy of 60 kev as conpared to the 200 kev for the four runs of 
Hunt. Ilhe ^point repiarbed by Hunt is weighted more in favor of the two 
higher values, and in particular on the one endpoint value of 6.10 Msv. 
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IV. SUMIl^fa AMD CONCLUSIONS 
Hiis investigation of the endpoint energies of the heavier ndrror 
nuclei was performed to achieve a better detennination of these values. 
A c{»Bparison of the results of tiiis investigation with the results from 
other methods would deteinnine if all of the raethods are cos^rable with 
one another or contain inconsistencies in themselves. 
3n the previous section it was seen that for most of ttie isotopes 
under study, there is a great deal of agreement in the results. The main 
exception to this statement was where a much greater endpoint energy 
was reported Ijy Hunt (7). A discussioi of this difference is contained in 
that sectitai. 
Ihe values of tiie quantity f were obtained from the article by 
Feenberg and Trigg (0), for the respective endpoint energies and atoadc 
numbers, and were cojabined with the best available values of the half-lives 
of the reactions to produce ttie ft values of the beta transiticais for the 
mirror nuclei t.hat are listed in Table 2. Ilie ft values that were ob­
tained are in very good agreement with one another, as was predicted for 
•Wiese superallowed transitions. 
A list of the experimental endpoint kinetic energies and half-lives 
of the positroi spectra from mirror nuclei is given In Tables 3-4i in •Uie 
Appendix. An average, weij^ted by the reciprocal squares of t^e quoted 
errors (31), was obtained for the endpoint energy and half-life of each 
nucleus. The ft values were then eon?juted and are listed, with the ft 
values from the present work, in Table 5 in the Appendix. Hae average 
value of all of the ft values is about 3800. This is to be congjared with 
the average value of U600 from the present isrork. 
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Table 2, Beta endpolnt energies and ft values for mirror 
nuclei obtained in this investigation 
Nuclei £mx t| ft 
(ifev) (sec) (sec) 
Si^^ 3.82ip.OU li.U7iP.05 U52oi3io 
p29 3.82ip,0U l*.it64p.05 ii350i320 
li.ii2ip.03 2.55ip.02 ii61i0i250 
Ca^^ 5.58+p,OU 0.97lp.02 U830i230 
The positron endpoint energies were used with the quantities given in 
Carlscw aiKi Talnii's (1+) article to obtain a value of the quantity r^ for 
these nuclei. The resulting values, alcmg with the values for the best 
deterrainaticais as used by Carlson and Talmi, are shown in Figure 17. It 
can be seen that these values do not follow the decreasing slope of the 
curve, but they do indicate ttiat the value of r^ does increase at the value 
for A of 29 and then deci^ases to an asymptotic value of 1.2 for the 
heavier mirror nuclei. It is believed that this change in TQ could be 
better understood if l^e endpoint energies for the Cl^^, and Sc^, 
37 
were measured with greater accuracy, "nie endpoint energy of K*^' has 
never been measured and should offer a further test of this theoretical 
treatn^nt. 
Figure 17. Radii of the nirror nuclei 
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VII. APPEMPIX 
Table 3» Decay characteristics of parent mirror nuclides 
Positron T© 
Endtter (Mev) 
0,9^ * 0.03 
0.981?^ 0.005 
0*99 + 0,01 
0,96^ 0.008 
7N^ 1.198t 0,006 
1.a8f O.OOU 
l,2li f 0,02 
1.25 t 0«03 
1,202| 0.005 
1.68 f 0.10 
1.683t 0.005 
1,736+ 0.008 
1,72 t 0.03 
' 1.7 ^ 0.02 
1.7ii8? 0,006 
1.76 i 0,05 
« 3.9 
lO®'® 2,20 i 0,? 
2,2 + 0,1 
2,3 f 0,1 
2,2 + 0,1 
2,16 T 0.03 
2,22Uf 0.008 
Na^ 2.53 i 0,10 n — 
2.50 t 0.03 
12Mg^ 2.82 i ? 
2,78 i 0.3 
3,17 + ? 
2,99 1 0,09 
3,073? 0.010 
2.95 + 0.07 
3.038? 0.010 
25 
,,A1 3.23+0,06 
^ 3.17 t 0.15 
3.28li 0.025 
Method Reference 
oc De UO 
H/o To kO 
H/o Si ]iU 
H/. Wo 5U 
H/o lor 39 
H/» To liO 
H/» Si ii5 
H/» Oo U8 
H/. Ho 50 
abs Sh U9 
H>o Br 50 
pa Ki 55 
H/> De 50 
abs La 51 
H/» Wo 51i 
abs Ko $k 
cc m 39 
abs HL he 
abs Sh li9 
abs B1 51 
H/O Sc 52 
m Ki 55 
scin Bo 51 
K/. Sc 52 
cc m 39 
pn m 39 
pn B1 51 
scin Bo 51 
pn Wi 52 
scin Hu 5U 
pn Ki 55 
d Li 52 
abs Hu 5Ua 
pn Ki 55 
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(Ccmtinued) 
Positron TQ 
Emitter (Ifev) Method Refer^oe 
3.5U i 0.1 cc Ba I4O 
3.7U f ? cc Mc UO 
U.O ¥ 0.1 PN MB UO 
it.l + ? pQ B1 51 
3.1i8 4- 0.10 scin Bo 5l 
3.805* 0.010 pa Ki 53 
3.76 J 0.08 scin Hu ^  
3.781+ 0.010 pn Ki 55 
3.82 £ O.OU scin Ri 55 
3.67 *• 0.07 cc Ih la 
$,2$ k 0.1 d Pe ii8 
Li 52 
ii.l6 i O.OU d Ma 52 
Li 52 
3.9 + 0.2 scin Na 53 
3.91^5? 0.005 H/) Ho 55 
3.82 ? O.OU scin Ri 55 
16' 3.87 + O.lS cc El U 
3.85 + 0.07 cc Sh itl 
U.06 T 0.12 sc3n Bo 5l 
I4.50 + 0.10 scin Hu 51* 
ii.23 ? 0.2 pn Hu 55 
it.30 ? 0.10 Bi 55 
U.U2 5 0.03 scin Ri 55 
„C1^^ ij.I3i0.07 cc Ih Ul 
U.U3 + 0.13 (?) scin Bo 5l 
It.2 f 0.2 (?) scin Na 53 
ij.la i 0.09 cc El i*l 
ii.38 ± 0.07 cc Ih Ul 
li.57 i 0.13 (?) scin Bo 5l 
5.13 +0.15 scin Bo 5l 
6.7 £ 0.5 abs Br 53 
U.37 i 0.07 
(Continued) 
Positron To 
Emitter (MBV) Method Reference 
2QGa^^ 6.10 i 0,l5 scin Hu 5U 
t O.OU scin Hi 
2iSc^^ U.pit i 0.07 cc El hi 
scin FL 
H » 
abs m 
pn 
d SB 
scintillation spectrometer 
magnetic spectrometer 
absorption 
%p - Qdn 
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Table Half-»lives of positrcsi emitting parent ndrror nuclides 
Positrcai 
Eadtt^ Half»llfe Reference 
20.35 + 0.08 min. Sra la 
20.5 • 0.6 So la 
20.0 ¥ O.ii Si it4 
20.5 ¥ ? Pe U8 
20.5 ¥ 0.5 Gh 50 
20.0 f 0.1 Di 51 
20.25 ? ? Ma 52a 
20.7it 1 0.10 Ku 53 
9.93 i 0.03 fflin. Wa 39 
(  ^X /% -I ci^ \.d 
17 
9^ ' 
10.13 t 0*1 Si k$ 
10.2 t 0.1 Co 1*8 
10.05 fO.l Ho 50 
10.05 i 0.03 Ch 53 
T< 
oO"^ 126 + 5 sec. Mc 35 
130 ¥ 6 Hu U3 
130 ± ? Wa U8 
126 2 ii9 
118.0 f 0.6 Br 50 
127 £ 2 Dtt 51 
123.2 i 1.U K1 Sh 
sec, Ne 35 
Ri 37 
Du 38 
Br U8 
Fe ii6a 
La 51 
Ho 52 
66.0 i 1.8 #0 5i4 
66.0 5 0.5 Ko 5U 
-„Ne^^ 20.3 10.5 sec. Wh 39 
18.2 4- 0.6 Sti h9 
18.6 J O.U B1 51 
18.5 J 0.5 So 52 
19 J 1.0 Na 5U 
,,Na^ 23 t 2 sec. Cr hO 
22.8 f 0.5 Sc 52 
22.9 * 0.U Ph 53 
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(Continued) 
Positron 
Emitter Half-life Reference 
12^  
23 
13 ,A1 
2? 
27 
15^ 
29 
31 
16" 
17 GI 
33 
la A' 
35 
19^ 
37 
20' ,Ca' 
39 
eec. 
7.3 ± ? sec. 
7.62 i 0.13 
3.7 
ii.9 f 1 
1;.92 ¥ 0.1 
li.5 J 0.5 
ii.5 t? 
li.05 f 0.10 
i4.1<5 f 0.05 
sec. 
U.6 I; 0.2 sec. 
Ii.li5 t 0.05 
3.18 f O.OU sec. 
0.2 
0.2 
? 
? 0.2 
2.66 i 0.03 
2.it0 ¥ 0.07 
2.8 • ? 
2,h • 0.2 
2.8 ¥? 
sec, 
1.88 I- O.Oli see, 
2.2  ^0.2 
1.8ii + ? 
1.3 
1.2 
4- 0.1 
io.2 
sec. 
1.06 f 0.03 sec. 
1.06 f ? 
1.1 f 0.2 
1.00 f 0.05 
39 
Hu li3 
Ba Ii6 
m US 
Ed 52 
Ph 53 
ar W 
Ch 53 
Ku 39 
Cr itO 
El la 
Ha I4U 
Wa 1^8 
Ph 53 
Su 53 
Wh lil 
Ro 53 
El ia 
Hu Ul 
ISh la 
Wa ii8 
Mc i49 
Ha 52 
Ph 53 
Ho ho 
Wh la 
Sc U8 
El la 
Wh Ul 
Sc W 
La US 
Bo 51 
Hu U3 
wa I48 
Bo 51 
Br 53 
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(Continued) 
Positron 
fmitttrnr Hialf-liffl RfsfRrfinofi 
1«00 10,03 3u 53 
0,90 f 0,01 K1 5U 
21" Sc ^  0,87 i 0,03 sec. El lil 
0,873f ? Ma $2a 
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Table 5. Bie *ft* valaes, from the ifreighted average values of 
the endpoint kinetic energies and half-lives, of the 
A»22-1 positron emitting nuclides 
Positron 
Esdtter 
To 
(Sfev) 
t| 
(sec) 
ft 
(sec) 
Present Vifork 
ft 
(sec) 
Q11 0,962 1223 .li 3870 
1.2CX) 601.8 1^650 
1.687 120.0 3730 
1.7h9 6U.7 2730 
Ne^ 2.238 18.95 1935 
Na^ 2.50 22.9 36U0 
3.07 11.7 U610 
Al^ 3.3 7.62 3630 
Si27 3.80 k.k7 ij350 U520 
p29 3.97 k»h6 5170 I4350 
s31 3.90 
(it.38) 
2.55 2980 
il6ho) 
U6U0 
Cl^^ it.lii 2.iiO 3290 
A35 ii.39 1.90 33itO 
K37 1.28 
Ca^^ 5.13 
(6.15) 
0.97 3290 
(751*0) 
1*830 
Sc^ $.9h 0,87 5620 
Values in parentheses refer to the higher-energy data for and Ca^^. 
